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First Dlonth brings five thefts
Public Safety, residence halls offer tips to protect personal property
BY REY CRAIG
SENIOR STAff WRITER

t

Anyone who has experienced the
theft of personal property can sympathize with the victims of recent burglaries on campus. Since the beginning of the semester, at least five
Murray State University students
have reported thefts of personal property.
Public Safety and residence hall
staff members are taking steps to
increase student awareness about it.

"We are stepping up the patrols on
campus and trying to increase awareness as to what is going on through
the use of the newspaper and radio,"
said Sgt. Tommy Phillips, Public
Safety criminal investigator.
Phillips said Public Safety is investigating the burglaries with the help of
several agencies.
"We are working in full cooperation
with other agencies, including the
Calloway
County
Sheriffs
Department and the city police," he
said.

PhilJips said students should take
normal precautions against being burglarized. He said there are several
ways students can do this.
"They should make sure their doors
and windows are locked when the
room is vacant," Phillips said. "They
can also ask suitemates, roommates or
friends living down the hall to keep an
eye on things.
"A lot of times, a student may decide·
to run downstairs for 10 minutes or so
and leave the door open or ajar. Often,
this is when items are stolen from the

room," he said.
Residence hall staff members are
also working to educate students
about theft prevention.
"Staff members in Richmond,
Springer and Hester halls are having
an in-service on crime prevention and
safety," said John DeBoe, graduate
student from Paducah and Richmond
Hall director. "In tum, we can educate
the residents of our halls."
Clark Hall Director Chris Lawyer,
graduate student from Decatur, Ill.,
said his resident advisers are in the

planning stages of presenting pro·
grams on theft prevention.
"We also have security cards with
the word 'gotcha' printed on them
which we can place on the doors of our
residents' rooms if we find their doors
open with no one in the room," Lawyer
.s aid. "This will, hopefully, make them
more aware of the possibility that
someone could have entered their
room."
Phillips said the burglaries on' camSee THEFTS/14

Racer manager
found . hanged

AN IMITATION OF AN IMITATION OF..•

Ashland <Ohio) University, had
served as equipment manager
since August 1993. He was
The equipment manager for football equipment mnnngcr at
the Murray State Racer foot- Ashland University for four
ball team was found dead in years.
Stewart Stadium Friday.
Nutt said Yeater impressed
Sterling S. Yeater, 25, of him from the start.
Murray, apparently hanged
"We liked him better than
himself in the equipment room some of the others who were
apartment where he lived.
maybe more experienced," Nutt
BY

E.l. GoLD

SENIO. STAFF

Wmo

Yeater's body was found at
10:14 a.m. Friday by head foothall coach Houston NuLL He

had been dead for some time.
"Some friends were with him
until about two o'clock the
morning before," said Dwayne
Jones, Calloway County coroner. "But he had been dead a
while, because rigor mortis had
set in."
Jones said Yeaters body was
transported
to
Regional
Medical Center in Madisonville
for an autopsy. At press time,
Jones had not recei\Ted the preliminary autopsy report.
"It may be three of four
weeks before the final report is
complete," Jones said.

Jud Cook/Photo Editor

Jennifer Fairbanks, senior from Murray, applies the final brushstrokes Wednesday to her painting for art class. Several senior
art majors will work In coming weeks towar~completing projects to be displayed at the senior exhibition late this semester.

Yeater, a 1992 graduate of

said. "He did a great job for us
the whole time he was here..,
N~tt aid--ftnding Yeater's
body was a "complete shock."
and there was no apparent reason for his death.
"There was no note, no indication," Nutt said. "It's just a
tragic loss. He seemed so
happy, especially this last
month. Things were going
good."

Nutt said he and Yeater had
been making plans for spring
football practice and summer
camps, with Yeater determining what supplies and equipment would be needed.
Murray State Public Safety
officers assisted Jones in the
investigation of the incident.

Black history celebration Regents ·resident floods hall
hoped to unite races n ow Jones arrested, treated at M-CCH
BY MICHAEL

D. JOHNSON

Black History Month Events

A~ISTANT COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Murray State University African-American
studenls are celebrating Black History Month
by reflecting on years pa.c;t and remembering
the things done to allow for freedoms of today.
"Black History Mo~h means a great deal to
Mrican-American students here at MSU," said
Renee Rowland, coordinator of the AfricanAmerican Student Services Office and adviser
to the Black Student Council.
"It is a time for the majority culture and the
black culture to look at the contributions that
Mrican-Americans have made to society instead
of focusing on the negative aspects of black culture in the media," Rowland said.
In addition to what black history means to
them, Mrican-American students are looking
forward to progress for the future here at MSU.

Several groups on campus will celebrate Black
History Month next week. Here's a tentative schedule.
Feb. 14 Lecture by Dr. Parker, UT-Martin Instructor
and hypnotist who has appeared on Oprah
7 p.m., Curris Center Bai1<Jey Room
Feb. 15 Unsung Heroes- honor staff, faculty and
students who help African-Americans
7 p.m., Curris Center llleater
Feb. 17 A Social with Soul- soulful appetizers plus
music and board games
7 p.m., Baptist Student Union
Feb. 20 A Tribute to Black Art -students pay
tribute to the arts through dramatic
readings, dance, singing and visual exhibits
7 p.m., Hart Hall Coffeehouse
Source: Afr1can-Amertcan Student Services Office

See HISTORY/14
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A Regents Hall resident
was transported to Murray·
Calloway County Hospital
Sunday after he apparently
flooded his fourth-floor room,
the hall and three other
rooms with water.
Murray State PUblic Safety
officers responded at 10:46
a.m. to a call from a Central
Plant employee who had been
called to repair an apparent
water leak in Regents Hall
Room 312. The maintenance
worker traced the problem to
Room 411 and encountered
resistance
there
from
Versaillis Jones, freshman

from Murray.
Jones had apparently damaged some plumbing and
blocked drains in his room,
&aid Joe Green, associate
director ofPublic Safety.
According to the police
report filed by Public Safety
Officer John D. Phillips,
Jones appeared to be hallucinating. Phillips and Officer
Martin Wells transported
Jones to the emergency room
at M-ccm, where he was
evaluated by a nurse from'the
mental health unit.
While at the hospital, Jones
became
confrontational,
according to the report, and
was placed under arrest. He
was charged with being a

danger to himself and others.
He was then admitted to
the hospital for observation.
Craig Arnold, a spokesman
for the hospital, confirn1cd
Wednesday that Jones was
still a patient but would
release no other information.
Green said Jones was "in
the process" of withdrawing
from the University. He has
already lost his room in the
residence hall.
Green said contract cancellation is standard procedure
whenever a resident causes
significant damage to the residence halls.
According to the police
report, drugs or alcohol was
not involved.
Murray City Police officers
assisted at the hospital.
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Smoke and brimstone...
Smoking furnace caused the evacua~llloorol~tion of the Old Church
of Christ building
Thursday.

3.

Yee Haw...

Racers back home ...

jeff Foxworthy delivered a stellar
performance Sunday
night for a sell-out
crowd.
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After a two-game losing streak, the
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squad returns to Racer
Arena for three games.
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BULLETIN BoARD
Outlaws here this weekend
The West Kentucky Exposition Center will host the Outlaw
Ch ampionship Tractor and Truck Pull beginning at 7:30p.m.
Friday and Saturday. Special attraction at the show will be
"Beastron," the original flame throwing transformer robot. Other
featured events include competition of wheel-standing, twowheel drive and modified four-wheel drive trucks, exhibition
super s tock and multi-engined tractors.' The crowd will also be
tr eated to side-by-side quad drag races.
""Fans should plan to arrive early for the best seating," said
Mary Kay Kirks, Expo Center manager. This is the 12th annual
show held at the Expo Center, and sell-out crowds are expected.
Tickets are available at the Expo Center; D&W Auto Parts in
Murray, Mayfield and Benton; and Custom Automotive in
Calvert City.
Admission is $12 for adults and $6 for children 5-10. Ages four
and under are free.
For more information, call the Expo Center, 762-3125.

Brown to read on Thursday
Award-winning author Larry Brown will read from his work at
7:30 p.m. Thursday in the main reading room of the Pogue
Library.
Brown, who is a former firefighter from Oxford, Miss., is the
author of two novels, Dirty Work and Joe, and two collections of
stories, Facing the Music and Big Bad Loue. His most recent
book is titled On Fire , and is a highly praised non-fiction collection of stories from his days as an Oxford firefighter.
Critics have hailed Brown as a gifted writer with a "voice as .
true as a gun rack, unpretentious and uncorrupted." His stories
have been praised as "deeply felt," and "powerfully elegant." He
has won the Southern Book Critics Circle Award and the
Mississippi Institute of Arts and Letters Award for Literature.
The reading is free and open to the public.
For more information, call 762-4730.

FRC offering workshops
The Faculty Resource Center has opened additional E-mail
and Internet workshops.
E- mail workshops will be offered from 9-10:30 a.m. Feb. 21; 910:30 a.m. Feb. 23; and 2:30-4 p.m. March 1.
Internet workshops will be offered from 9-10:30 a.m. Feb. 22;
2:30-4 p.m. Feo. 28; and 2:30-4 p.m. March 2.
Participation is limited to six people per session.
For reservations, call 762-4412.
The Center has also announced a change in E-mail policy.
Mail messages will now be deleted after 15 days instead of the
previous 30 days.
Anyone who wishes to save messages in an E-mail list must
copy them to a flle or risk losing them after 15 days.

Museum debuts programs March 1
On March 1, the National Scouting Musetim will open for its '
•ninth season with two new interpfctive exhibits celebrai[n'g
Norman Rockwell and
heritage of Scouting illustration.
"Scouting Through the Eyes of an Illustrator" will focus on the
technique behind Rockwell's familiar illustration style and his
63-year affiliation with the Boy Scouts of America.
"Illustrating Scouting" highlights other important Scouting
illustrators and the art of illustration itself.
Also on March 1, the Museum's education department premiers "The Art of Illustration," a new school program exploring
the world of illustration. This program will be made available to
art teachers and students throughout the region.
For mo.re information on the program, call 762-3190.
The Museum's professional storytelling troupe, The Spinners!,
will premier a special travelling tour program featuring stories
about Norman Rockwell and his artwork at locations throughout
the region.
For booking information, call the Museum at 762-3185.

the

PRSSA offers inexpensive gifts
ThE· Public Relations Student Society of America has the
answer for anyone looking for an inexpensive gift for Valentine's
Day.
The PRSSA will be selling decorative cellophane gift bags
filled with Valentine candy and chocolate beginning at 9 a.m.
Monday and Tuesday in front of the bookstore in the Curris
Center.

WEEK IN PREVIEW
Friday, Feb. 10
• Rifle team - OVC Championship, 3:30 p.m., Pat Spurgin
Rifle Range, Stewart Stadium.
• Card tournament· Spades tournament, 7 p.m., Curris
Center Small Ballroom.
• Cinema International - My Mother's Castle, 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. Free.
• Truck pull - Truck pull and monster truck crush, 7:30p.m.;·
West Kentucky Exposition Center.
• Dance • MSU Dance Theatre Company's 14th Annual
Dance Theatre Concert, 8 p.m., Robert E. Johnson Theatre.
Photo by Michelle Stinnett
Miche lle Owens, senior from He nderson, studies back to back
with o ne of the unique plywood sculptures created for the Curris
Ce nter by Murray State alumnus David Mitchell. The artist began
co nstruction of the fo ur sculptures as a stude nt In 1980.

LifeHouse hosting Walk for Life
Pledge fonns will soon be available for the LifeHouse Care
Center for Women's Walk for Life on April29.
Participants will walk from the LifeHouse at 1506 Chestnut
St. in Murray to the Court Square and back. Lunch will be
served after the walk and afternoon entertainment will be provided.
For those not interested in walking but who would still like to
help, LifeHouse is looking for volunteers to help with the walk.
For more information or to volunteer, call LifeHouse at 7530700.

Conservation volunteers sought
The Student Conservation Association is currently accepting
applications for the summer/fall season for volunteers for more
than 1,200 expense-paid positions available on public lands
throughout the United States.
SCA's Resource Assistant Program provides the opportunity
for college students and other adults to help conserve America's
public lands and natural and cultural resources. Working handin-hand with natural resource professionals, Resource Assistants
provide assistance with land stewardship and wildlife conservation projects in more than 290 national parks and wildlife
refuges as well as state and private lands.
More than 15,000 volunteers have participated in a variety of
conservation and restoration projects since the organization's
founding .in 1957. Typical assignments include but are not limited to air and water quality monitoring, ecological restoration,
endangered species protection and natural resources management.
The three-month positions typically include one to two weeks
of intensive training on the site at the beginning of the program.
Training will be specific to the job being performed and may
include fU"St aid and safety training.
Although the positions are voluntary, Resource Assistants
receive funds to cover travel to and from the site, food expenses
and free housing. Housing can range from tent camps to apartments.
Volunteers are expected to work the equivalent of 40 hours per
week. There is also plenty of time for exploring, writing and
relaxing in some of America's most beautiful lands.
Applications received by March 1 have priority for positions
beginning in May and June.
Applications received by June 1 have priority for positions
beginning in August and September.
Additional opportunities will be available during the winter
and spring of 1996.
For more information or an application, contact the Student
Conservation Association, P.O. Box 550, Charlestown, N.H.,
03603-0550. (603) 543-1700.

Middle school p_
lans program
Gigi and Friday, a mother and daughter duo, will present a
family power program on taking back our kids at 7 p.m. Friday
at the Calloway County Middle School.
Friday is an Australian recording artist and the pair are the
authors of the book A Cry for Help.
The program will show how families can bond together to
build self-esteem in children and will address topics such as
gang violence and teen pregnancy.

Saturday, Feb. 11
• Rifle team • Collegiate sectional, 8 a.m., Pat Spurgin Rifle
Range, Stewart Stadium.
• Lady Racer basketball • Lady Racers vs. Tennessee Tech,
5:45 p.m., Racer Arena.
• Men's basketball- Racers vs. Tennessee Tech, 7:45 p.m.,
Racer Arena.
• Dance - MSU Dance Theatre Company's 14th Annual
Dance Theatre Concert, 8 p.m., Robert E. Johnson Theatre.
• Truck pull - Truck pull and monster truck crush, 7:30 p.m.,
West Kentucky Exposition Center.

Sunday, Feb. 12
• Rifle team- Collegiate sectional, 8 a.m., Pat Spurgin Rifle
Range, Stewart Stadium.
• Recital- Cynthia Roop, junior flute recital, 3:30p.m., Farrell
Recital Hall.

Monday, Feb. 13
• Bake sale· 8 a.m., Faculty Hall.
• Presentation - Katy Walls, assistant director of LifeHouse,
will speak on the abortion issue, 7 p.m., back lobby, Elizabeth
Hall.
• Lady Racer basketball • Lady Racers vs. Middle
Tennessee, 5:45p.m., Racer Arena.
• Men's basketball - Racers vs. Middle Tennessee, 7:45
p.m., Racer Arena.

Tuesday, Feb. 14
• Bake sale - 8 a.m., Faculty Hall.
• Picture buttons· 11 a.m., Curris Center Rocking Chair
Lounge.
• Music- Fuzzy Nuts, 11 a.m.- 2 p.m., T-Room, Curris'
Center.

VVednesda~Feb.15
• Ask-a-nurse- 11:30 a.m., Curris Center.

Thursday, Feb. 16
• Interviews - Sta'e Farm Insurance, all majors for claim
representative and underwriter positions. 2.7 grade-point
average required. Career Services Office, Ordway Hall.
• Meeting • AAINA alcohol and narcotics abuse support
groups, 6:30 p.m., Ohio Room, Curris Center.
• Cinema International - Belle Epoque, 7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theate" Free.
• Theater· "Solitaire," by Robert Anderson, 8 p.m., Studio
Theater, Wilson Hall, Room 310 B.
• Deadline • Last day to remove a grade of "X" that was '
received during the fall semester of 1994.
• Workshop • Self-defense workshop. presented by State
Police Officer Chuck Robertson, 7 p.m., Barkley Room,
Curris Center. Workshop is free and open to the public.
Sponsored by the Women's Center.

Ralph Woods Memorial Award
111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071-3301

Established to honor students who have made an
outstanding contribution in service and leadership to the
University campus.
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lsmoky building gives
~another scare to Fine Arts

Dunlap to attend

jO bituary

conference in Chicago

Sterling Yeater

BY AMY PONDER
BY E.L. GoLD

STAFF WRIT£R

SENIOII STAFF WRITER

The Murray Fire Department
responded Friday to an alarm
in the old Church of Christ
building on 15th Street.
Joe Green, associate director
of Public Safety, said there was
no fire, but a motor in the furnace shorted out and filled the
building with smoke.
A transformer outside the
building failed, causing a
'"brown-out" in the building,
according to a Public Safety
report. The transformer failure
also caused a power outage in
the old Baptist Church building
next door.
Robert Head, professor of art,
was teaching a class in the
building when the incident
occurred.
"We had probably 13 or 14
people working in our area," he
said. "I'm not sure how many
others were in the building."
Ray Conklin, chairman of the
department of music, said few
music students were in the
building.
I "There were probably four or
five students practicing in the
practice rooms," Conklin said.

Kim Dunlap, senior from Greenville, is one of 35 students
nationwide who has been selected to attend the Direct Marketing Collegiate Institute in Chicago Feb. 26 through
March 2.
The conference is sponsored by the Chicago Association of
Direct Marketing Education Foundation and directed by the
Direct Marketing Education Foundation of New York.
Headquartered at the Westin Hotel, seminars will be conducted by experts teaching direct marketing needs including
mailing categories of print, telephone and data base marketing.
Direct marketing applications will also be taught, including
packaging goods and business-to-business. Additionally,
career information will be supplied.
Dunlap, an advertising major at MSU, is the third Murray
State student in the last two years to be selected to attend the
annual institute.
She was selected by the department of journalism to apply
for the conference. Her application was approved by the Direct
Marketing Collegiate Institute.
Dunlap said the experience will open job opportunities upon
her graduation from Murray State in May, because many
companies are looking for students with a background of
direct marketing.
"It's a great honor to have been chosen," she said.
"Experience in direct marketing will be a wonderful asset. In
addition to the experience I will gain, my resume will be kept
on me and sent to direct marketing companies."
Last year, Dunlap began her own student-run advertising
agency at Murray State called "Graphic Communications."
She has worked two internships in Louisville, one as a copy
editor and the other in the media department of the Kentucky
State Fair.

I

Angela Shade/Staff
The fire department responded to a possible flre at the old
Church of Christ Building last T hursday.

"We had a class of 26 just ready
to come on board, and we just
had to move them to other
classroom space in the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center."
Everyone was evacuated
from the building safely and
there were no injuries.
The fire department set up
ventilation fans to clear the
smoke from the building, and

Murray
Electric
System
responded to replace the transformer.
Head said the electrical problems were not related to the
blue tarpaulin that bas been
stretched over the roof of the
building for the last two weeks.
"They're working on the roof,"
he said. "It didn't have anything to do with this."

.Voice mail to be available at Murray State
and retrieve information with a
touch tone phone.
STAFF WRITER
For example, if your roommate
or family member was
Voice mail, a tool for commuspeaking
on the phone, some*
nication, will be available to
one
who
was
trying to call you
Murray State University stucould
leave
a
message instead
dents, faculty and staff within
of
getting
a
busy
signal. The
the next six months.
message
could
be
retrieved
"We. are trying to provide a
variety of mechanisms in which later, similar to an answering
to communicate," said John machine. Call waiting is not
FitzgibbOn, Vice president of available on campus.
According to the Wall Street
university relations and adminJournal, many people are
istration services.
Voice mail is a sophisticated resisting this new technology.
telephone-computer system The argument claims it is
that enables people to send and impersonal to replace the
receive multiple voice messages human with a machine.

BY ANGEL fAIRBANKS
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Customer services departments at large companies provide an example; when you call,
an answering machine, rather
than a person, comes on the
line and gives you a vocal menu
to select from.
"We don't want to depersonalize the campus,.. Fitzgibbon
said. "But it is a good communication vehicle...
Jim Baurer, Curris Center
director, said he attended the
voice mail information session
offered last semester and
learned that it is an effective
way of sending one message to
every individual on the system.

Baur said that Hall commuting students were on the system, it would be cheaper than
using direct mail.
"We are looking for an information vehicle for publicity,..
Baurer said.
Fitzgibbon said different possibilities are being looked at to
defray the cost of the service.
One idea is to sell advertising
to local businesses.
For example, if you wanted to
order a pizza, you could press
"P" on your telephone for pizza.
A recorded message would ask
you which pizza restaurant you
were interested in - Domino's,

Pizza Hut, Mr. Gattis, etc.
Then, it could go one step further and give the business's
menu and price list, so you
could place an order by just
pressing buttons on your
phone.
Murray State has purchased
the software and equipment for
voice mail to be installed.
However. bec~use 0~ th~ los&~
of personnel, vo1ce mall wtll not
be available until later this
semester or even as late as this
summer.
"You have to have the people," Fitzgibbon said, in order
to produce a good service.

Services for Sterling "Race"
Yeater were held Wednesday
at Stone Lutheran Church in
Ashland, Ohio. Burial followed
in Vesper Cemetery. Rev.
Richard M. Shibley officiated.
Yeater, equipment manager
for the Racer football team,
died Friday on the campus of
Murray State University. He
was 25.
He was born in Ashland,
Ohio, and graduated with honors from Loudonville High
School. He a~tended Ashland
University, where he majored
in radio and television.
He was a member of the Phi
Alpha chapter of Tau Kappa
Epsilon fraternity and was
awarded the Aukie Award for
outstanding radio and television production.
He was football equipment
manager
at
Ashland
University for four years before
coming to Murray State in
1993.
He is survived by his mother
and step-father, Raenna and
Rudy
Badertscher
of
Loudonville, Ohio; his father
and step-mother, Jim L. and
Betty Yeater of Ashland; a sister, Martha Bryson of North
Fort Myers, Fla.; two brothers,
John Yeater and Porter Yeater;
and a grandmother, Martha
Bonnel, all of Ashland.
He was preceded in death by
a brother, Peter James, and a
sister, Mary Lou Yeater.
He was a member of the
Loudonville United Methodist
Church.
The family asked that any
memorial contributions be
made to the football equipment
or radio and televisi~n d~partment of Ashland Umvers1ty.

-In loving memory of
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Corn - Austin for Gals .. ... ... .
We're thinking "Spring Break"
All swlmwear In stock is 20% off with MSU ID

Gottex Trunk Show
Wednesday, Feb. 22
1 - 5 p.m.
Select from a
line of swimwear for a
really special look
Be sure to attend

J. T. LEE, Jeweler
"Your Valentine gift specialist."
Dixieland Center

789- 1141

MSU Health Services offers
free confidential pregnancy
and STD testing

Refreshments will be served

Corn -Austin Co.

Thursday, Feb. 16 at 5 p.m.
Curris Center, Tennessee Room

for further information dial

Downtown

.,

~

Jaym:e

, Happy Valentines Day, Melody!

(jfiofso~

tt
Genesis 31 :49
"May the L:ord watch
between you and me
when we are away from
each other."

Health Line

....

762•3809
Monday - Friday
This service is funded by the

.[/ foV"E you.
\~
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Purchase District Health Dept.
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Sunset Boulevard Music ·

•

•

17 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Just f Block from MSU Dorms!ll
Monday • Saturday 10 a.m. • 6 p . m .

•

I Love You, Darlin g.
Always and Forever,

• }t

•
•

Clarfou
Your ~A.Pt£.
•

753·0113
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Expires Feb. 24
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IN OUR OPINION

Get the message
-

Murray State University has had a problem for
some time finding a ride to the information highway.
In fact we are starting to wonder if the University
even knows how to get there.
Voice mail will be available on campus within the
next six months - maybe.
Of course, last semester, the administration
promised it would be on-line this spring.
Voice mail would provide students and faculty a
service that will surely benefit all except those who
do not wish to be reached.
The University handles many projects, it is understandable that many of them are caught up in red
. tape. It is frustrating that promises are made, and
deadlines set, yet the results are long in coming.
It seems the only advancement to the phone system the campus has seen in years is touch-tone dialing.
Communication is absolutely critical to maintaining and enhancing our sense of community.
Adequate tools for facilitating communication are no
longer conveniences; they are necessities.
For Murray State navigate on the information
highway someone needs to take the wheel.
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HOusing woes hit
home for students
The Housing Office is looking for a few good RAs.
Perhaps students should be looking for a good
Housing Office.
The administration is looking to make the campus
more user friendly, improve retention and increase
graduation rates.
Perhaps residential colleges will remedy this situation, but perhaps it won't.
The problem is not the lack of togetherness of faculty and students, but the lack of understancljng of
students needs by Housing authorities.
Many students do not feel that they are well served
by Housing. Students expect to be treated as adults,
but they find that they have been handled with
indifference and even disregard.
When students come to live on campus they are not
looking for surrogate parents of big brothers and sisters. They are looking for a chance to explore who
they are as a person, and begin the arduous process
of becoming an adult.
Resident adviser's do a difficult job very well. But
they are also required to enforce superfluous rules.
This undermines their ability to be mentors and confidants to residents.
In looking for ways to make the university experience more beneficial to students, the administration
should take a look at the 'home' life.

111 Wilaon Hall
2609 University Station

Murray State University

Roses are red violets
are blue, ·mean it when
you say, 'I love yqu'
Valentine,s Day is here again, and for many of

us, it is a day we would rather forget existed.
God has not yet put an actor on this earth who
can out-do the perfonnances we have to give on

this darkest of days.
Every year, I plaster a fake
smile across my face and preIn
tend to be happy for my friends
My
who parade their Valentine
treasures in front of me, and
then have the nerve to ask,
"What did you get?"
Meanwhile, I'm trying to fig~
ure out exactly why rm friends
with these people, and how one
would go about cramming a
whole box of chocolates down
each of their throats while makKm.v
ing it look like an accident!
H1as
Valentine's Day has become
Managing
too commercialized and so much
Editor
time and money are spent on
L - - - - - . . J material things, that its true
meaning is lost.
To me, it is a day to take time out to remember
how lucky you are to have someone with whom
you can experience the word "love."
Love can bring us our greatest joys, our cru-

elest pain, or give us strength when we are at
our weakest.
It can make us feel alive, or make us wish we
were never born.
We learn how to say it at an early age without
really ever knowing what it means until we are
older.
We almost never learn to appreciate it until it
is gone.
In the game oflove, I've always been a spectator instead of an active participant. However, I
have observed the trials and tribulations of couples around me and I've seen how beautiful loving someone can be.
Flowers die, candy lasts for only a few days
and diamonds one day lose their shine. In the
end, when it is all said and done, the only real
gift that lasts forever are the words "I love you."
So if you are looking for the perfect gift, keep
your money in your pocket and tell your valentine what you feel.
Card companies, flower shops and candy distributors may not like this idea, but if your love
is true it will mean more to your Valentine than
the world's perfect rose.
It will also prevent those of us without a
Valentine from beating the stuffing out of you
with a 10 pound Whitman Sampler.

Murray, Kentucky 42071-3801
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·:res, I think that the
media gives too much
attemion to the trial,
because if he were
average, it would 1101
he on. To me. I think
they publicize him
too much."

"I feel O.J has been

·• Yes, I'm sure there

covered too much. Its

are more important

important, but not as

issues. But then again

important as the

how would I know?"

media portrays it."
Photos .:~nd interviews by Michelle Stinnett

Caption
proves
offensive
To the Editor:
In the Dec. 2 issue of The
Murray State News, you ran a
picture of a student, standing
in front of a thatched-roof hut
with a one sentence explanation underneath and a title:
"Gilligan's Island."
I found this inadequate and
offensive. That student was my
research partner in the jungles
of Central America. The hut
was our home for five months.
That project was no "Gilligan's
Island." We lived in a Mayan
village without the most basic
of comforts, dealirig with deadly snakes, tarantulas, scorpions, and poisonous lizards. One
snake injects a poison so deadly it usually kills you before
you can get to the nearest hospital, two hours away. We lived
with the constant threat of contracting one of many tropical
diseases, parasites or worms.
We slept each night in hammocks, with a flashlight and a
very sharp machete nearby in
case one of those snakes decided to visit, which frequently
occurred. We were in a strange
culture, with no knowledge of
the language, customs, or
expectations of the people with
whom we lived.
Granted, we chose and loved
this project, and would not
trade our experiences, however, realizing that your newspaper considered it so trivial
astounded me. Several profesJIOI'8 notified your office but evidently no one was interested.
Since our return two weeks
ago, we have been interviewed
by WPSD, WKMS and West
Kentucky News. We were
invited to speak at South East
Missouri State University,
Memphis State and several
Western Kentucky schools and
art guilds. Yesterday, I
received a message from a
national newspaper asking for
an interview. I find it shameful
that this project was of little
interest to our own University
newspaper.
It could have been a wonderful feature for your paper, since
this is the first undergraduate
undertaking of this kind in the
country. These projects are
usually not attempted until
graduate school or usually during a Ph.D program. I thought
since Murray State University
sanctioned this successful project, it would be of some interest to The Murray State News.
Your interest was one picture
with an offensive caption. This
project was definitely worth
more than a "Gilligan's Island"
attitude.
Kate Finnearty,
Graduate from Princeton

The Murray State News
welcomes commentaries
and letters to the editor.
Letters should be 300
words or less and must
be signed. Contributors
should include their
address and phone number, for verification. Also
include your hometown
and classification or your
title and relation to The
University. To submit a
guest commentary call
762-4468. The News
reserves the right to edit
for style and length.
Published letters are
kept on file for inspection
in The News office in
Wilson Hall.
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Is safe sex
the best message
to send?
A recent report said the number of HIV I A1 DS cases is on the
rise among ht>ferosexuals, particularly among cnllege·aged
women. AIDS is a much discussed topic, but in terms of it!l
effects in the gay community.
This month's forum focuses on
student feelings (lnd perceptions tou•ard AIDS.
This month's participants are
Rick Beury, Margo Burnette,
Stephanie Crabtree, Robert
Blaisdell and Josh Waggoner.

Yet, panelists said they felt
saturated with these messages.

Strategies

"There's too much advertising," Robert Blaisdell, sophomore
from
Paducah said.
"It's overkill.
You see it so
much that you
don't
pay
attention and
the message
Everywhere one looks in isn't as effecBEURY
today's society, a message tive."
Rick Beury,
regarding AIDS and safe sex
can be found . Condoms ads senior from Madisonville, said
have become a common sight in order to hold society's attenand factual information on the tion, advertising needs to be
transmission of this disease is more creative.
"If there was more of a spark,
available in almost every
more
controversy, it could work
school.
better," he said. "Maybe
if (advertisers) tried
the fear approach!'
Blaisdell
agreed with this
idea. "They need to
put a human face to
tbe disease, put
an emotion to
it to make it
personal.''
Stephanie
Crabtree,
senio:r: from
Owensboro,
said
she
learned more
from
the
m o v i e
Philadelphia
than
from
advertisements,
because of the
emotional
appeal.
"Sitcoms can
also be very
informative
when they do
episodes about
AIDS," she said,
"More so than
commercials."
Beury said current advertising
does not send
the right message.
"They push safe
sex plenty, but
they never say
why," he said. "It's
just very generic."
"They
don't
show the consequences (of unsafe
sex)," Blaisdell said.
"You can't just say
'Don't do it.' That's
like Nancy Reagan
saying 'Just say no."'
Josh Waggoner,
sophomore
from
Salem, IlL, said
sometimes it takes a
personal tragedy to
make the message a
reality.
"When a family
member gets AIDS,
it hits home," he
said. "People always
say it will never happen to them, but
when it does, they
finally get the message.
"It's too bad that it
takes such a tragedy
to make people wake
up."

Stereotypes

Blaisdell satd AIDS still falls
under the shadow of being a
gay disease despite recent studies showing otherwise.
"There's · still a gay stigma
attached to it,'' he said. "I'd be
more worried about catching
something else because you
think this is something that
happens in Los Angeles, not
Murray, Ky.
"I guess the fear is still there
because when it first started,
no one knew how it spread."
"If a friend or classmate gets
(AIDS), people can be very hypocritical," Waggoner said.
"They say they won't treat
them any differently, but that
fear is always there in the back
of their mind.
You might hug
them or shake
their hand, but
then you want
to go wash ll.'lfiCKJ
your
hand
after that."
Crabtree
said society L-....,----,--~-nas
become
more
openminded as the first AIDS generation grows older.
"I think Ryan White really
opened a lot of people's minds,"
she said.
White, a teenager from
Indiana, was one of the earliest
AIDS activists. He was infected
with the virus through a blood
transfusion. When people in his
community learned he was
infected, they fought to have
him banned from school.
Eventually his mother moved
the family to another town
where he was accepted.
"You have to think of when
this happened (to White),"
Margo Burnette, junior from
Frankfort said. '"That was back
in the 80s and there was still a
lot of ignorance at that time.
"What I still can't grasp are
people who still say some people deserve AIDS just because
they don't live the 'right'
lifestyle. I remember one time
in Sunday school and my
teacher said AIDS was God's
punishment for those people."
Burnette said she does not
understand the lack of respect
some people in society have for
AIDS victims.
"At the Pedro Zamora
Memorial Service, there were
people picketing it saying he
deserved to die because of his
lifestyle," she said. "That

showed no respect for him or
his family and friends."
Zamora was an AIDS activist
who was openly gay. He took
his crusade to MTV where he
was a cast member in the third
season of "The Real World." He
died in November.

Sex
education
Sex education in school has
become a hot topic between
parents, school boards and the
media with the continued
spread of AIDS. Proponents
argue sex education can save
lives while opponents argue it
promotes premarital sex.
"My experience with sex education in school was in the
eighth grade," Beury said. "My
parents had to sign a waiver, so
they still had the choice of
keeping it at home. But I think
(sex education) should almost
be mandatory because parents
don't always teach you, so you
have to learn it on the streets
or in school."
Blaisdell said the extent of
his school's sex ed program
taught about the human body
and how the reproductive
. organs worked.
Burnette said her school had
a liberal sex education program.
"We were lucky," she said.
"Our sex education was extensive. A womSJ?. from Health
Services came
and talked to
us
and
answered our
questions."
Waggoner
said he did not
remember his
school teachBLAISDELL
ing sex education.

"In years past, with gonorrhea and syphilis, you could
just put medicine on it and it
would go away," he said. "So
there wasn't a real need for sex
education in school. But with
AIDS, with the power it has to
wipe us out, you can't do that."
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By Jennifer Wohlleb

this area.
"They grew up in a different
time, attitudes were different,"
he said. "A lot of times they
have wrong information about
AIDS."

Mixed messages
Burnette
said the message of safe sex
is not the best
message
to
send.
"Safe sex is
not really safe,"
she said, "It's
only
'safer.' BURNETTE
That needs to
be emphasized, that putting on
a condom is no guarantee."
Beury said said safe sex messages almost promote sexual
activity.
"Some commercials are
enticing, like they're influencing you to have sex," he said.
Bu~ette said the most
effective advertisement she
saw was on MTV.
"You see these people making out on the beach," she
said. "Then they roll over
and they're with another
person and on down the
line. It really illustrated the
point how you are having
sex with every person your
partner has had sex with."
Blaisdell pointed out the
dehumanizing
factor
advertising has had on
sex.
"It's just become sex, like
there's no feelings, it's just
bodies," he said.
Burnette said it is sad
that children have to grow
up so quickly in this age.
"Kids aren't kids anymore," she said. "When my
sister was in sixth grade, a
girl in her class got pregnant. Where do you go
from here when they grow
up this fast?"

New approach

Blaisdell said people
"The responsibility for edu- have grown numb to the
cating is no longer at home message.
because AIDS has become a
"We need to put emotion
societal problem," Burnette into it," he said..
said. "It's no longer a matter of
"We've become so satumorality, but survival."
rated," Beury said. "We
Blaisdell said parents are no need a new approach to get
longer adequate teachers in a response...
Burnette suggested a
new approach that promoted abstinence rather than
safe sex.
"You don't have to do it;
there are some people who
aren't," she said. "Some
people put more care into
choosing dog food than
who they have sex with."
Blaisdell said using the
Names Project AIDS Quilt
helps promote a different
attitude toward the virus.
"It puts a human face on
it when you see someone's
mother crying over their
quilt," he said. "The gay
Jud Cook/Photo Editor stigma is still there. It's
not someone else's disPanelists, clockwise from left, Margo Bumette. Rick Beury,
ease."
Robert Blaisdell, Stephanie Crabtree, Josh Wagoner and
Waggoner said messages
moderator jennifer Wohlleb discuss AIDS.
need to be targe~ to spe-

cific audiences.
"With some people you need
to get in their face," he said.
"With others,
you can use a
laid-back
approach."
Blaisdell said
some individuals need to be
hit over the
head
before WAGGONER
they get the
message.
Burnette said .society should
not view AIDS as an immediate
death sentence.
"Look at Magic Johnson," she
said. "He has HIV and he's still
living a full life.•
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Police Beat

Career Services gives students
chance to meet business people
gets influential people of the community
to come to your establishment."
Winchester said all graduating seniors
What could be termed as the chance of are encouraged to attend, but special
a lifetime for some graduating seniors invitations will only be sent to those
will come to campus Thursday when seniors who have placement files estabStudent Affairs and Career Services host lished with Career Services .
the Murray-Calloway County Chamber
"We want those students who have
of Commerce's Business After Hours.
come to our office to know we are workGina Winchester of Career Services ing for them - this is the rewar d," she
said invitations have been sent to all of said . .
the 528 members of the local chamber of
Winchester said this is an event that
commerce, making it possible for area seniors cannot afford to miss because of
busin~s professionals to come to Murray the networking opportunity that it will
State Utl1ver~ !oz-. a chance to meet provide.
with students and faculty.
"Networking is the greatest benefit,
"This is a good opportunity for business especially for those interested in staying
professionals to meet University repre- in this area," she said. "This is their goldsentatives and students," she said. "This en egg.
BY JONATHAN OLIVER

ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

I

February 2
4:45 p.m. Old Church Of Christ Building had an electrical brown out.
Fire Department dispatched to area. Murray Electric system responded
to the transformer problem. The brown out caused the building to fill
with smoke. No injuries reported.
Note: Recently a student reported skid plates being removed from his
truck. The plates have been returned.

"This is the biggest networking advantage a student could have," she continued. "This is the opportunity of a lifetime, but they have to take advantage of
it."

~~~ry3
.
9:45 a.m. 911 emergency call received. A University employee hanged
himself In the football equipment room of Roy Stewart Stadium.

February 4
8:09 p.m. University Police assisted Murray Police with auto accident
at 121 Bypass and N. 16th Street. Operator of the vehicle left the
scene.
MSU officer Randolllnjured in fall and required stitches.

Winchester stressed the importance for
seniors to get involved in opportunities
such as t his one and to do so right away.

February 5 .
10:48 a.m. Central Plant employee requested assistance at Regents

"A student who is planning to graduate
in May can't wait until then to start th e
job search process," she said. "The days of
sending out hundreds of resumes is gone.
Networking is the key."

Hall. An occupant of a room was having mental health problems.
Student was transported to the hospital.
Febr~ry

6

12:39 p.m. Jamie Johnson reported the theft of 30 CO's from his truck
while parked near Franklin Hall.

Business After Hours will be held from
4:30 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. in the lobby of
Ordway Hall..

February 7
4:29 p.m. Melinda Tyler reported the theft of her purse from Racer
Arena.

February 8
4:58 a.m. Report of a dog in a vehicle north of Winslow Cafeteria.
8:17 a.m. Animal Warden handled situation. Vehicle was moved before
owner could be located. Out-of-state license plate not listed to a stu·
dent.

Health Services gives preventive
measures
. for frostbite, hypothermia
BY jONATHA N OLIVER
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

It has been cold the last few
days, and sometimes students
forget just how dangerous the
weather can be.
Bridget Stuart of Student
Health Services said students
need to use "common sense" on
days when the weather is bad
and keep in mind a few cold
weather safety tips.
She said it is important to
dress properly - warm, layered clothing, a good coat,
gloves and a hat; to drink plenty of water; to be watchful of
substances which can increase
the risk of hypothermia, a condition where the body tempera·
ture falls to dangerous levels;
and to be aware of the length of
time you are exposed to the
cold.

" A person who begins
to experience shivers,
slurred speech and/or
confusion ... should
find shelter and get
warm fast
"
Bridget Stuart
"A person who begins to experience shivers, slurred speech
and/or confusion is probably
experiencing hypothermia," she
said. "That person should find
shelter and get warm fast."
Stuart noted several circumstances that exist on college
campuses that can contribute
to hypothermia.
Students who are taking

anti-depressants are more susceptible to the cold, as are those
who drink alcohol. Both of
these substances slow the heart
rate and respiration, making it
harder for a person to stay
warm, she said.
"Those who ar e drinking
should probably have someone
with them who can help them
know when it is getting too
cold," Stuart said. "When it's
cold you don't need just a desig·
nated driver, but a designated
buddy."
Another concern is extended
exposure to the cold, especially
while exercising or taking an
outdoor field trip, because
these activities often lead to
sweat-dampened clothes which
work to cool the body.
"It can be dangerous to exercise in the cold weather if you
don't dress properly," she said.

"Don't stay in wet clothes."
Stu art stressed the impor tance of drinking enough water
during cold weather to keep the
body hydrated.
"You really need to hydrate
yourself," she said. "You're less
likely to experience hypothermia if you're drinking adequate
to above-adequate amounts of
water. Fluids also help curb the
chapping effects of the wind."
Stu dents should also be
aware of frostbite which usually occurs on the hands, feet,
nose, cheeks and ears, she said.
Although the average student walking directly to and
from class is not at much of a
risk for frostbite, anyone who
experiences a loaa of sensation
in his extremitiell in conjunction with blanched skin should
seek medical attention.

"DON'T GO HOME, COME TO

BORDIRTOWJ

•

AND DANCE TO THE MUSIC

Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the Murray
State News staff from materials available to the public at the Public
Safety office.

Cash available for Britain
hours
studying
abroad.
Courses differ each year, and
classes usually consist of eight
The Cooperative Center for students.
Study in Britain is offering a
~y target this year is to get
scholarship to h elp finance two of our instructors and
overseas travel with the pro- about 20 students to go," Cella
gram this summer.
said.
The center is offering $500 to
The cost of the London trip is
a student going to London for a
$2,995.
The fee covers room,
five-week program in July.
board
and
airfare, as well as
Ron Cella, professor of
additional
sight-seeing
trips to
English, encourages everyone
places
such
as
Stonehenge.
who is interested in the trip to
Other trips to Ireland and
sign up early.
Scotland
are also available.
"Every s tudent gets a threehour tuition scholarship,"' Cella
Anyone interested •may call
said.
Ron Cella at 762-4532 for infor·
Students can earn up to six mation.
BY MANDY WOLF

STAFF WRITER

MOVIE WORLD
SUPERSTORE
Specials

EVERYDAY
All Movies

YOU WANT TO HEAR"

3 for $6.60*

' BEG~G FEB. 18

&

Racer Patrol Escorts - 9
Motorists Asslsta · 10

2 day rental

EVERY SATURDAY TIIROUGHOUI' TilE SEMESTER

$1.00

LONGNECKS AND

Largest Selection of New Arrivals
In the Area

$3.50 PITCHERS

(SELECTED BRANDS)

SEGA Genesis and Super Nlntendo Games
and Players tor Rent
Come SH Our Ch /ldrens and Family Movie
Area with KldsKastle
•supersedes All Specials

7-10 p.m.
MUST BE 21 W11H PROPER

lD

PURYEAR, TENNESSEE

753-7670
626 Central
Shopping Center
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BURGER OF TilE MONTH

Everything you need
for that special Valentine
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:Select·a stuffed animal for your special someone.
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Available at the

• Monk&YS

University Bookstorea~...uoe
762•4388

Monday - Friday 8 a.m. - 9 p .m. Saturday 9 a .m. - 9 p .m.
1
Sunday 1 - 6 p.m .
L.. ..... - - --..- - - - - - - - - ....

Patty Melt

I

Helium-filled Valentine Balloons!

'
:Come
early for a wide selection of Valentine cards.

Monday - Thursday
10 a.m . • 10 p.m.
Friday • Saturday
10 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Sunday
noon • 10 p.m.

Bees

~

f
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,
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Sausage Egg McMuffin
or
Double Cheeseburger
IT'S A GOOD TIME
FOR THE GREAT TASTE
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The 1995 Summer Job Fair
presents the opportunity
for MSU students to find
summer employment . .
Danny Voweii/Stafi

CONGRATULATIONS
TO

1(f£13f£CC.9l
Of£C:Ji5LI9{
-~-...--.#

Left: Todd Hall, junior from Providence, Ky, discusses summer job openings with Phil Beam, maintenance direct or, and Kaite Beam, leadership director, of Camp Ocoee in Tennessee. Above: Students reJister at the Summer
Jo b Fair in the Currls Center ballroom, while others speak about potential Jobs with representatives from summer camps fro m around the country.
I

Available Everywhere
on Campus
~ountain

AXA
would like to congratulate all the
sororities on a successful rush!
~ -r.;
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AKA

ValleY

SIGMA PI
SWEETHEART

~pring

Love Your Sisters in
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Cupid takes aim at lovers
Lessons in love
Educators extend instructions to involvements
By KELLY

MENSER

"

EDITOR IN CHIEF

When Mike and Jennifer Young leave campus
in the afternoon, their work is just beginning.
"A relationship is work," said Mike, assistant
associate vice president for student affairs. "You
have to be willing to compromise...
Like many other employee couples, the Youngs
often must schedule appointments with each
other to make these compromises.
Although their schedules in the department of
journalism, radio-television are also often hectic,
Kate and Bob Lochte said they consider working
at the same university to be advantageous to
their relationship, as they see each other frequently during the day.
This was not the case last fall, however, when
Bob participated in an exchange program in
Regensburg, Germany- the first extended period the two had spent apart.
Yet even this distance has strengthened the
couple.
"I think overall the experience was very positive," Bob said. "There are a lot of things that I
know now, not only about that part of the world,
but about myself and about our relationship that
I never really thought about before."
Kate spoke softly as she recounted her realizations during the separation.
"I had an opportunity to reflect on how he really is in my life, and it was interesting to find out
that he actually brings a lot more energy and
industriousness to our relationship than I had
realized," Kate said.
Paula Hulick also assesses how much she values her husband, Chuck, coordinator of elemen•
tary and secondary education graduate programs.
"He's really my best friend," said Paula, director of housing, of her husband. "I can't think of
anyone else with whom I want to spend the kind
of time I want to spend with him," she said, noting that they enjoy attending plays, renting_
movies and watching newscasts.
Attending to current events is not only a part
of Gene Garfield's job as a professor of political
science, but it also contributes to his daily activities with his wife, Roberta, director of health
services.
Gene said that most days, Roberta reads to
him or leaves him "reading assignments" newspaper clippings.
"If she were reading me romantic poetry, I
might listen,, Gene said. "But she's giving me

The day after I met him, I told
my best friend I was going to
"
marry Gene Garfield.
Roberta Garfield

political commentary!"
Gene's boisterous laugh and broad smile as he
made the comment illustrated his humor, which
Roberta said complements her more serious
nature.
In the Hulick household, Paula provides the
comic relief, while Chuck is more reflective.
Paula said she was concerned about her husband's frequent pensive moods during the early
days of their 15-year marriage.
"He required more quiet time, and at first, I
didn't understand that," Paula said. "But that's
been good for me; it's taught me that skill, and
it's been healthy."
Because they were both divorced, the Hulicks
faced additional barriers at the start.
"I think we were very cautious, and that's part
of how our friendship grew. We really wanted to
be sure that this was a good fit; Paula said, noting that their backgrounds in counseling aided
' about starting anew.
in overcoming hesitations
From the outset, Roberta was much more certain about her future with Gene.
"The day after I met him, I told my best friend
I was going to marry Gene Garfield," which she
did less than a year later.
The Garfields said they would not recommend
such an early marriage to students today. The
Youngs, who dated four years after meeting as
MSU undergraduates agreed.
"Don't rush into something," Jennifer said. "If
it's going to happen, it will happen."
Affording time in the beginning should set the
pace for future relations, Mike said.
"A relationship is a lot like a home: you have to
build a foundation," he said. "Once you've got a
solid foundation, the relationship just comes.
"It helps you in the hard times to get back to
why in the first place you liked this person and
fell in love," Mike said.
Chuck disputed the notion that a matrimonal
team should operate on a 50-50 basis. Instead, it
requires •an attitude of giving more."
"A marriage is an 80-20 relationship; you have
to go into it thinking that you're going to give 80
percent," he said. "If you go into it with that in
mind, you can find solutions."

Students share evening plans
BY ANGELA ScHADE
(OLUCE liFE EDITOR

As Valentine's Day draws
near, students start to make
plans on how they are going to
celebrate this loving holiday.
Valerie Moffitt, senior from
Murray said she will not be
able to celebrate with her
boyfriend on Valentine's Day
because she has a night class.
"'We won't be able to celeb~te
until the weekend," Moffitt
said. "We will probably go
somewhere for dinner and
exchange gifts."
Moffitt said this is the third
year they have been together,
she said.

"He gives a rose for each year one day out of the year," she
we've been together,, Moffitt said.
said. "'t (Valentine's Day) still
Robert Tashjian, senior from
means the same, even though Mayfield, said he will be in a
we've been going together for so night class so he will not get to
long. If it didn't, I would be celebrate with his wife until
worried."
after Valentine's Day.
.
Carla Downey, senior from
"' will probably surprise her
Salem, said she and her fiance one night by cooking her a
would probably go out to eat, romantic dinner," Tashjian
rent a movie and exchange said.
gifts.
Tashjian said he and his wife
"They probably won't be elab- dated for seven years and have
orate gifts, but we will definite- been married for six months.
ly exchange cards," Downey
"You have to do something
said. "We have to save money exciting to keep the romance
because we are planning a wed- alive," Tashjian said.
ding."
Teresa Cope, senior from
"We try to show our love for Benton, said she and her huseach other everyday instead of band are going to eat at Patti's

/

,

before her night class on
Valentine's Day. She said her
husband:s birthday is on the
same day.
"I love Valentine's Day," Cope
said. "It is so special because
you spend it with the one you
love. We got engaged on
Valentine's Day. Now that we
are married, the gifts we give
are more meaningful."
'
James Connelly, sophomore
from Calvert City, said he
plans to buy his girlfriend flowers and take her to dinner.
"We have been together for
three-and-a-half
years,"
Connelly said. "Every year that
goes by I love her more and
more."
~

Top I 0 things to do
when you are alone
on Valentine's Day
10. Send flowers to yourself with a
card reading "from a secret admirer."
9. Find a cute couple, wave at the
man and watch as the woman gives
him a look and asks, "Who's that?"
8. Think about how some religions
revere celibacy.
7. Clean your house In sexy lingerie.
6. Order a pizza and ask the delivery
person if he accepts "alternate"
methods of payment.
5. Wear a pair of Depends undergarments and walk around with a bow
and arrow.
4. Stand in front of your window hugging yourself to make people think
you have some hot action going on.
3. Thank God you do not have a
spouse like O.J. Simpson or.: Lorena
Bobbitt.
2. Alphabetize your canned goods.
1. If all else fails, follow former
Surgeon General Joycelyn Elders'
advice.

ITbc M~ ~News
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Dance concert presents variety Choir shows off talent
around the world
BY

MAGGIE C ARTER

SENIOR STAFF W ltiTER

For those looking to enjoy
selections of modem, jazz and
classical dance, the 14th annual dance concert will continue
tonight and tomorrow at 8 p.m.
in Johnson Theatre.
David Balthrop, director of
theater, said the dance show
will reflect a variety of music as
well as student input. He said
students have worked under a
new artistic director, Lisa
Boguslaw, for this show.
Balthrop said that, along with
Boguslaw three guest artists
also helped the students. He
said Dennis Wise and Lezlee
Crawford from Illinois, along ·
with Sara Novotney from
Colorado, came to help the students for a week.

BYANGEL

From 1923 to the present, music ensembles
and choirs have been an integral part of student life at Murray State University. The
department of music is one of the few
departments in the state with an internationally known reputation for producing
some of the most gifted musicians.
"It is one of the most selected groups on
campus," said Bradley Almquist, director of
choral activities. "It is one of the oldest performing ensembles on campus - at least 50
years."
Each student must audition and meet certain criteria for acceptance into the choir.
Almquist said he evaluates voice quality,
sight reading ability and music skills.

"These dancers are professional and provided the students with new artistic
ap~roaches," Balthrop said.
He said that, by working with
the professional dancers and
Boguslaw, the students got to
work with diverse app roaches.
Shane Morton, senior from
Benton and dance perfonner,
said this year's concert will contain a variety of muaic from
jazz to rock n' roll.
"This will be an ecletic concert," Morton said.

tour to Mt. Vernon and Evansville, Ind., and
Louisville.

f AIRBANKS

STAFF WRITER

Auditions are held at the begining of the
fall semester for the majority of the cast;
however, auditions are held at the beginning
of the spring semester to fill positions of students who graduated or left.
Danny Vowell/staff

Ke lly Chinn. junio r from Beaver Dam. practices his performance
for the 14th annual dance concert.
He said he has enjoyed dance should draw at least 200 peo-

since he was young and hopes
to pursue a career in it.
Morton said the performers
study different majors, yet all
share the genuine joy for dance.
Balthrop said the show

ple. Admission for the concert
is free to MSU students with
ID, $7 for adults, $5 for senior
citizens and $4 for non-MSU
students, children and members of groups of more than 10.

"One of the greatest honors the choir has
received on this tour is performing for the
Kentucky Music Educators Association
Convention in Louisvillej" Almquist said.
"Murray State is the only collegiate choir perConning."
Robert Barr, director of the concert choir
from 1951-1982, began a tradition of touring
internationally.
The choir has not gone abroad in about 20
years.
This summer however, the choir will conduct an international tour in England,
Scotland and Wales.
Because the department of music is not
allowed to raise funds, students must pay for
touring expenses themselves.
The cost will exceed $1,800 per student.
However, the students have done some fund
raising on their own.

Almquist said the Concert Choir consists of
Fisk said she had always beard of the choir
about 50 men and women of different majors while she was in high school.
who work to perfonn regional and internaShe said it is an honor to be part of the
tional tours.
choir, and the work she puts into practicing
"We do work hard," said April Fisk, fresh- is not a burden.
man from Benton. "We practice 50 minutes,
"I always thought it would be great to be a
five days a week."
part of a group that someday was going to do
The choir left Wednesday for a regional great things," Fisk said.

England exchange artwork on display in Cunis Center
the display is in the Curris
Center Gallery.
"Not only will art students
get to see it, but the whole student body can look at it," she
said. 'There will be more traffic."

junior from Louisville, and Neil
Norman, former Murray State
student, chose to show different
Artwork done by students artwork they did while attendwhile on an exchange program ing
the
University
of
to Sunderland, England, is on Sunderland.
display in the Curris Center
Bryan, who took painting,
Gallery until Thursday.
print making and art history in
Rachel Bryan, freshman from Sunderland, said they wanted
Prospects, Leslie Patterson, to show the work they proirregular
student
from duced.
Princeton, Mat hew Bradley,
Bryan said she was glad that

BY ANGELA SCHADE

COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

"I went into it head first. It
was a challenge and I'm pretty
proud of it," Bryan said.
Bryan said this was a learn·
ing experience. The teachers

were not always around, she
·
said.
"This was good, but it got old
really quick," Bryan said. "You
can't .really work with that.
Some artists need criticism and
they (the teachers) wouldn't do
that."
Patterson's display consists
of photos she took while traveling to various place.s in
Sunderland. -...

"The art department wasn't
too good over there," she said.
"The students and instructors
were always late."
Patterson said an instructor
had scheduled a critique session once and only she and
another student showed up so
he cancelled the session.
Bryan said the best works
they did while in England are
in the display.

Both Bradley and Nonnan's
displays are also made up of
photos.
Norman's display is in book
form and consists of abstract
photos.
"I'm glad I got the opportunity to go over th ere," Bryan said.
"Murray State has a great
study abroad program." ..
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Foxworthy concert takes
studen.t s to redneck heaven
It was wall to wall cowboy boots and
Stetsons as more than 4,000 people crowded
into Racer Arena Sunday to see famous funnyman Jeff Foxworthy.
Once inside, I was shocked by the multitude
of individuals who braved the cold and the hor....- -- - - . rendous parking to spend
COM E D y an hour-and-a-half laughing.
REV I E W
When Foxworthy, a
1 - - - - - - 4 native of Atlanta, Ga., took
KELLY
the stage, it was evident
HICKS
that he was going to be
..__ _ _ __, jncredible.
It was astounding how he completely captivated the audience with his charm and charisma, and he absolutely exploded on stage.
The audience hung on every word he said
and when he delivered those powerhouse
punch lines, the arena came to life with thunderous laughter.
Foxworthy poked fun at marriage, relationships, parenthood and sex in a way to which
everyone could relate.
The big crowd pleasers were the "You might
be a redneck if," which provoked "wa boo's"
and "yee ha's" from every corner of the arena.
My favorites, were "You might be a redneck
if your wife's hair-do has ever been destroyed
by the ceiling fan," and "You might be a redneck if you've ever mowed your lawn and found
a car."
He didn't insult the South. Instead, he made
us take a look at our diverse culture and
unique style of communication and presented
a forum in which we could honestly laugh at

Jud Cook/Photo Editor
jeff Foxworthy entertained a crowd of more
than <4,000 at a concert Sunday night In Racer
Arena.

ourselves.
Foxworthy was very complimentary of the
people who attended his show and made a
pledge I hope he intends to keep.
"I've never been to Murray State before,"
Foxworthy said, "but I sure know I'm coming
back."
Even though parking was bad, it was still a
night of great fun.
If you ever get a chance to see Foxworthy,
please do so. You won't be disappointed.

M........,
StaR -1
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Center gives pregnancy options
BY ANGEL

fAIRBANKS

STAff WtiTU

Murray State University students have opportunities for
education and counseling on
unexpected pregnancies and
the effects of abortion.
LifeHouse Care Center for
Women on Chestnut Street provides accessible abortion alternatives for women who face
unexpected pregnancies
Students will have the opportunity to learn the procedures
and effects of abortion at 7 p.m.
Monday in the back lobby of
Elizabeth Hall.
"We offer free educational
presentations, counseling during and after pregnancy, and
post-abortion counseling," said
Katy Walls, assistant director
of LifeHouse.
LifeHouse provides presentations on a number of topics
such as sexuality, abortion,
adoption and relationships,
Wall said. It also provides
maternity and baby clothes to
those in need.
The names of clients are kept
confidential at the LifeHouse.
However, general statistical
infonnation is used to show the
need for such services in this
community.
For example, Murray State
students make up 20 percent of
LifeHouse's clientele. Fifty-two
percent are under age 19 and
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45 percent are between ages 19
and 24. Seventy-seven percent
of the clients come only for
pregnancy tests. And an average of 60 percent, of those,
receive negative results, said
Wall.

~.

:~'

life-threatening
bleeding
occurs during future pregnancies, increases 600 percent.
The presentations and counseling not only educate members of the public, but also
infonns them of misconceptions, Walls said.

"I hope to make more people
aware of all the services the
LifeHouse provides," Walls
said. ..And I hope to educate
them about the subjects we
speak on."

For instance, 56 percent of
Americans are in favor of legalized abortion in cases of rape,
incest or life-threatening situations. However, only about
LifeHouse also offers counsel- eight percent of the abortions
ing and education for men performed are caused by such
because of the importance of situations.
educating everyone on the
LifeHouse was established 12
effects of abortion Wails said.
years ago to minister to the
According to Care Net, a net- Murray-Calloway County area
work of Crisis Pregnancy residents. It is privately funded
Center, one in four women have and holds two annual fund
problems with future pregnan- raisers.
cies after an abortion. The risk
For information about educaof breast cancer increases 140 tional presentations or counselpercent and the risk of placenta ing, call the LifeHouse at 753previa, a situation in which 0700.

Washers still

The Mr. MSU Pageant
sponsored by
Alpha Omicron Pi
has been postponed until
March 31, and
has been moved to
Calloway County High
due to the fire in
Lovett Auditorium.
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Eagles fly by Racers 80-74
MSU loses b ack-to-back games for th e first time since
BY

scon NANNEY

SPOIITS EDITOR

In the Ohio Valley Conference, a
late season "Death Valley" trip can
prove to be a fatal one for a team
looking to keep pace with the
league's front-runners.
That particular trip for the Murray
State University men's basketball
squad proved to be just that, as the
Racers dropped back-to-hack games
for the first time since being swept
on the "Death Valley" trip in 1993.
On Saturday night, the Racers suffered a 78-75 defeat at Eastern
Kentucky before dropping an 80-74
decision to Morehead State on
Monday.
With the loss, Murray State has
now lost three of its last four games
to fall to 13·8 overall and into fifth
place in the OVC at 6-5.
After two straight road losses,
Murray State is set to return to
Racer Arena for the first of a threegame homestand Saturday night
against Tennessee Tech, who defeated the Racers 79-71 on Jan.l6.
Junior guard Marcus Brown, who
lead MSU with 22 points against
Morehead State, said the Racers will
be glad to get back on their home
court after a tough road trip.

"

W e are going to
try to concentrate
on the tournament
and get the
highest
seed we can.
"

'~3

Racers defensive play down the
stretch also played a part in the loss.

"We played hard, but our defense
wasn't as good down the stretch as it
needed to be," he said.
With five games remaining in the
regular season, the Racers are starting to look ahead to the conference
tournament.
Junior guard Kenneth Taylor said
Kenneth T aylo r
the Racers' goal now is to gain the
highest seed possible for the tourna"We're glad to be back home," ment.
•
Brown said. "Probably the best thing
"We are going to try to concentrate
that can happen to us is to come back on the tournament and get the highhome."
est seed we can," he said'. "We feel
Brown teamed with Vincent confident that we'll win the tournaRainey, who scored 18 points, to keep ment."
MSU in the game, but it was not
Even though the Racers are lookenough to pull out a victory.
ing forward to playing in the OVC
The biggest factor in the contest tournament, senior guard William
was Morehead's ablility to convert its Moore said the team is still confident
free throw attempts. The Eagles shot and hopes to catch up in the confer92.9 percent from the charity strip, ence standings.
converting on 26 of 28 attempts,
"Our confidence is still high
while the Racers were a mere 4-for-6
because we know we still have a
on the night.
chance to get back into first place in
The Racers, who are one of the the league," he said. "Coach Edgar
nation's leaders in free throw per- has us practicing twice a day because
centage, attempted all of its free we're trying to finish things off the
throws in the first half.
best we can. We're going to win the
Sophomore Jarrod Martin said the tournament."

Shirley Martin/Guest
j unior guard Vincent Rainey attempts a shot In
Monday night's 80-74 loss to Morehead State.
The Racers will return to Cutchin Fieldhouse
Saturday night against Tennessse Tech In the
first game of a three-game homestand.

Hunt on for Lady Racers in OVC
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

,
Barry Johnson/Guest
Stephalne Minor, 5'11 " sophomore power forward from Madisonville,
powers her way to the basket In t he Hurray State women's basketball
team's first meeting with Eastern Kentucky jan. 9 a t Racer Arena.

Thanks to two road wins in their last three
conference games, including an 87-72 victory
over Morehead State on Monday night, the
Murray State women's basketball team is
back on track in time for the stretch run
toward the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament, to be held Mar. 2-4 in
NashVIlle, Tenn.
With four of their last five games, all OVC
contests, to be played at Racer Arena, the 417 Lady Racers are in eighth place and in
contention to be among the seven teams
going to the OVC Tournament, despite a 90·
55 loss Saturday at Eastern Kentucky.
With a 2-9 record in conference play, second-year head coach Eddie Fields and his
squad are in good shape to eclipse their 6-20
mark from last season, when they did not
qualify for postseason play, placing last in
the OVC with a 2-14league standing.
Fields fmally has enough players on his
roster for the team to be able to scrimmage
itself in practice, a luxury he has not had
much with this year's rash of injuries. The
Lady Racers' increased depth also allows
Fields to let his players play the fast-paced,
style that he prefers, one which he witnessed
in the win over the Lady Golden Eagles.
"They tried to press us, but we pushed it
right by them and dictated the game," Fields
said. "We took it to them and we got more
transition baskets against them than we
have had all year."
The Lady Racers were led by junior forward
Chastity Fields with 21 points and sopho·
more power forward Stephaine Minor, who
gathered a game-high 21 rebounds to go
along with her 19 points.
However, it was the guards who set the
tempo of the game, as freshman point guard
Shonta Hunt gave an all-around performance
of 12 points, five rebounds, three assists and
three steals, connecting on her lone three-

point shot of the evening. Hunt has
impressed her coach by unselfishly moving
from the off-guard spot to the point.
"Shonta has gotten better, even though it's
not her natural position," Fields said. "She's
doing it because we've asked her to, and
while she's not comfortable with it, she hasn't
complained."
Meanwhile, freshman shooting guard
Chase Smith tallied 16 points from long
range, continuing to exhibit her growing
assertiveness and improving ball-handling
skills in the rout of Morehead State. Fields
has also enjoyed watching Smith develop into
a starting role.
"Here we have a freshman who used to not
say anything becoming more vocal, scrapping
and throwing some elbows," Fields said. "Her
confidence has increased dramatically."
Also adding punch to the Lady Racers'
starting lineup has been junior center
Melissa Collins. At a lanky 6'3"; Collins has
gradually become stronger under the glass
and more sure of herself, keeping out of foul
trouble against the Lady Golden Eagles while
scoring four points on 6 shots, pulling down
seven boards, blocking two shots and committing only two turnovers in 20 minutes of
play. Fields is pleased with the way Collins
has gradually become more of a force inside.
•rve spent a lot of time with her, both
before and after practice, and she naturally
has gotten better,.. Fields said. "She's gotten
more aggressive as the year has gone on, and
as long as she keeps to her strengths, she'll
be fine."
The Lady Racers return to Racer Arena at
5:45 p.m. Saturday as they host Tennessee
Tech. The squad then will be visited at 5:45
p.m. Monday by Middle Tennessee State, fol·
lowed by Southeast Missouri State on at 2
p.m. Feb. 18.
.
The team closes out its schedule with a trip
to Austin Peay State on at 5:30 p.m. Feb. 25
and a home showdown vs. Tennessee-Martin
at 5:45 p.m. Feb. 27.

Prop 16 controversial despite changes
"It's a two-edged sword," Nutt said.
"What bothers me is that it hurts the
kids who can't meet the requirements
Ever since the National Collegiate even though they can graduate."
Athletic Association adopted new stan·
After his second year at the helm of
dards for athletic eligibility in 1983, the Racer football team, Nutt has
much controversy has surrounded the recruited several strong student-athacademic requirements known as letes. Of the 12 players who have signed
Proposition 48, put into effect in 1986.
letters-of-intent with the MSU football
And with the changes made during team, one graduated with a 3.7 grade·
the NCAA's annual convention last point average and an ACT test score of
month to what is now referred to as 28, while another was the president of
Proposition 16, just as much division his high school's student council in addihas occurred concerning this issue, tion to being an Eagle Scout. The
especially among black educators and recruits also include another Eagle
coaches, who claim that standardized Scout and a member of the National
tests, such as the SAT and ACT, are Honors Society.
racially and culturally discriminatory.
While incoming freshmen must still
Murray State University head football achieve a 700 composite score on the
coach Houston Nutt agrees. A native of SAT or a total of 17 on the ACT, they
Little Rock, Ark., Nutt has seen many must· also attain a 2.0 GPA in 13 core
student-athletes with great potential courses, including English, math, natur end up in gangs because they could not al or physical science, social science and
reach the minimum test scores.
an elective, such as computer science or
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
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a foreign language. In 1996, a student- too difficult unless the student knew
athlete's math courses must include a early on if he or she wanted to be an
year of both algebra and geometry.
athlete."
MSU
athletic
director
Mike
The most significant amendment to
Strickland also believes Proposition 16 Proposition 16 is probably the permis·
has a positive and negative side.
sion allowed by the NCAA for universi·
"Since the rule has been tightened up, ties to grant scholarship aid to academI think that athletes are more prepared ically-ineligible student-athletes as well
for college than they were 10 years ago," as for such student-athletes to practice
Strickland said. "However, I also agree with their team even though they can
that the standardized tests are biased in not play.
favor of white middle-class students.
"The change to let the athletes prac"It's also not fair for those students tice is good," Strickland said. "By letting
who sit out their first year not to get a them be a part of the team, I feel it helps
fourth year of eligibility."
them with their studies." ·
Such a proposal failed at the NCAA
Despite the arguments against
convention, along with an attempt to Propsotion 16, the NCAA stands by it
raise the minimum GPA to 2.5, a move compltely, noting the gradual increase
that Margaret Simmons, compliance in athletic participation among black
officer for the MSU athletic department, freshmen. A recent study shows that the
would not have been happy about.
percentage of black freshmen student"Thirteen core courses won't be too athletes has not dropped under 24 perhard for students to meet," Simmons cent since 1988, and has been a::; high as
said. "However, the 2.5 was going to be 27.5 percent in 1989 and in 1993.

Clinton
praised
for his
efforts
With just six days remaining until the opening of
spring training, the two
sides in Major League
Baseball's ,..._ _ _ _...,.
labor disP u t e SP ORTS
appear no T ALK
closer to 1--------1
an agree- Scon
ment than
when the NANNEY
players'
union went on strike Aug.
12.
As nearly five hours of
negotiations wound down
Tuesday night, representatives of the players and owners failed again to reach a
settlement.
In a last-ditch effort,
President Clinton brought
the sides together to try and
force a settlement, but reluctantly stepped to a White
House podium at about 11
p.m. ET to announce their
failed attempts.
Even though these t~
failed to produce a settlement, no one should blame
Clinton for trying.
Ever
since
Clinton
announced he would get
involved in these negotiations, Americans have questioned his interest in this
dispute.
Many of Clinton's critics,
namely Republicans, felt the
two sides should solve their
dispute without government
intervention.
The simple fact of this
matter is that they are
wrong.
As a Democrat and a huge
Baseball fan, I fully support
what Clinton is trying to do.
It is evident that after
almost six months, the two
sides have been able to agree
on little, if anything at all.
It was hoped that Clinton's
appointment of federal mediator Bill Usery would havesome affect on the situation,
but it seems as though both
sides have grown even further apart.
This is why Clinton needed
to get involved.
After all, the game of
Baseball is an integral part
of American society. It is our
National Pastime!
And besides, this labor dispute is about much more
than millionaires squabbling
over how they will divide up
their fortunes.
Hundreds of Americans
who work as vendors, souvenir salesmen and various
other jobs with the 28 Major
League franchises, lost their
jobs when the player strike
began.
Not only did these people
lose their jobs, but millions
of dollars to the Florida and
Arizona economies will be
lost if replacement players
suit up for spring training.
After talks broke off on
Tuesday, Clinton has taken
his battle to Congress in
hopes of ending the s~rike.
More than likely, this
effort will also fail.
The reason it will probably
fall through is because top
Republicans Bob Dole and
Newt
Gingrich
oppose
Congressional intervention.
It seems as though Clinton
is the only one of this bunch
who has any sense at all.
Not only do I support his
involvment in the strike, I
think he has done a commendable job as our
President.
Therefore, he will get my
vote again in 1996.

\
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Tennis team ready ·to· play
Bv ToM

KIMMEL

;ry, yrr.~~,_ptaJ~~ Me'ri~s Ten:6iq,_~~~edul~;,

McKinney, Thomas

is cautions of looking past any-

one.
"'t is hard to say," Purcell
. ·-:··- .•.· _-...·. . . .•. ·.,. • .. . . •
; . -,.
..
·-·
" '
.
·,• ' ' '/· •.- ..
From 1980 to 1989, Racer
said. "We have been so close in
.. . .·. ,,. ,., , _
.,,, .·
. ·: : ., ~, !f_ -. ' L ., . ·3'' , .
tennis was synonymous with
the past. I think tennis will be
f(Eib/10~1J
Aichmond;
Ky.
.) A
.prh
:
EAST£R~ . KE.tnUCKV<
the word "excellence." The :~~::t: _·> r . :(:- : . ; : : ,._
a
little bit like basketball this
<.
. <:: • -:f~- ..:-. ~::; . ~::/~ -t >~,. :· :f;~ ·::;:;:~- -~ ::~-- r2. -~ - -:::~~:}t~ ):
Racers captured all 10 consecu- · · ·'· · ·''(f:KO/Tann. }eeo. Wi4c~ . G.a.r, ~t!~· •• ~· Mk;tdl~ t~n~~~
year; we are just going to play
t ive Ohio Valley Conference
our season."
<A
championships in the decade.
One person who will not be
··
satisfied unless the Racers win
But the dominance has disap- -~· . {~~: eKi.J•.Mo~h~ad 'St.) •: Apr. 9 at Louisville ::: ··
peared. While the Racer tennis
the OVC tournament in April is
;: . .. ·
team remains an excellent proNo. 1 seed Martin Jansson,
1 ~;: ~ ~emP.hl& ':>:'• >:,_,r ·!;;{ +
gram, the first conference title ,r~ ~ .;;~(Bowling Green·at Sloom•ngtor.) ~r.senior from Varberg, Sweden.
~::~.-:::.~t ·:;. ,;-: ::; . : ;: _ '.-.::::::: -~: . .:·1.'::::._ ··:·:·:.:::::;~of the 1990s bas been elusive.
Jansson remembers the frus·Mar .18 . ~ ~1\J~.,EO.~A~.OSVtJ,.I..E ' {Ark.~~ f3i>Q~ at ·Meqip~J.j) ;~.,;;·
For the past four years, the
tration of finishing behind
>.;:
Racers have finished in second
MTSU for the last three years
place. And for the last three
and does not care to repeat the
t.t.~r·~·~ _t·o~n~.Y•L"'r::·
-Apr•.f3·24':', oyo: c~Ulm~IJJ$":: .\
- :-: ·.··-·.· ·- _ -·· .: :- .·:~: _ :::·· _ _
__ -:::~._., _;:...-~
· · ·.: -:: --~-~';::-·<:::_ ..-r·~-1/-· .....:
seasons, the team in first place
experience.
· , VI(E$TE;RN } KENTUCi(Y"' (at Nashvill$ lrf;),/''} ,••\{'' '' ,,.,
has been Middle Tennessee
"'t's terrible because that is
State University.
.
,.. . T
.
._ .r·: '!i,!;
. . ..
the ma.i n goal," he said. "You
Already in the hole with an 0- >Nat; $1 MOAEHEA.D ·= StATE •; HOM£ O.AME$ JttJ~Ot;b
see Coach and he gets so... We
2 record from two January t <~·:;\:•: "' . {' ' '• ::: : ,., .-~:··· ~( '·:.'' ·~:;1•· :-'·;· . \, ;:;
could have lost every match
·:' +•: : . .) :.;':::~·~;- ;:~:: '
matches, Murray is about to
before that if we just would
Chad E. Holder/Qaphlcs Editor have won the last one."
embark upon the 1995 campaign to return to champi"We had a good fall," said Rome, Italy, who was ineligible
Whatever the outcome, the
onship form and take the title assistant coach Mel Purcell. to play in the fall. Redinia will Racers know they have a fight
back from MTSU.
on their hands and they will
"Our goal is to win at least 20 play at the No.4 seed.
The Racers play today and matches, so we need to take all
"He will help out our singles rise to meet the challenge when
Saturday at Eastern Kentucky three and get back in the posi- play a lot," Purcell said.
it arrives.
University in Richmond. Their tive."
Purcell said MTSU is still the
"We have no excuses this
opponents are EKU, Tennessee
The Racers will be aided in team to beat, but he also thinks year," Purcell said. "We have to
Tech and the University of their quest by transfer student that there is much more parity go in and take it away from
Wisconsin-GreenBay.
John Redinia, junior from in the conference this year and Middle."
STAFF WRITER
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.CJ'emptations
102 S. 6th St.

~staurant

Seniors
The one-company
•
career ts
becoming a
distant memory!
Flexibility, an adaptable knowledge base and
salable skills are the bottom line of

any successful resume!
Join the growing number of students entering graduate

study at Murray State.
Give yourself a better opportunity for:

1.
2.

lead track team. at IU

Greater flexibility a11d more rapid career
advancement.
A higher beginning salary that remains

6-9 p.m.
Call 753~8116
for reservations

Both the men's and women•a RaCer ~-and field teams
competed at the Indiana Uni-versity luvitational in
Bloomington, Ind., laet weekend.
The men were led bY: f'reehman Jason McKinney, who fiiliehed aecond in the 3,000-meter run with a season best of
' 8:47.72.
•Jason tan well for UBi• said head coach Wayne Pa~.
"Also, both of our mile relay teams made.the fin$ls."
The men's mile relay team alSO turned in a ·season-best
time of 3:23.18 and finished atnh. Ttie team .waa composed
of Lyn.dOn Hepburn, Kirk Smith, Jack Sea,cy and Greg

Wani.

' Charmaine Thomas, sophomore native OfAntigua. led the

or

•Lady Racers by pOsting a season--best:time 2:13.45 in the
800 meters.
"Charm.ai.ne did .real well for us
Pate aaid.
Former Nurray State All-American Heather Samuel ran
as an independent and finiShed first in th& 55-meter dash.
Pate credits his team's ,work ethic for ita sueeeas.
of our kids worked real hard in the fall," he said.
"They have a teal positive attitude."
MblTay's next meet is tbU weekend at the Southern
nllnois University mvitatiori.al in Carbondale, W. The
Raeers hope to do
88 they gear up for the outdoor ~a-

a1ao:

-Most

wen

<nNe dori't have an iiuloor training facility, so we foeu.a olll"
attention toward the outdoor. aeason," Pate said.

Open for :Your
~avorite o/a[entine

Two essential
ingredients
for a perfect
date:

with you throughout your careers.

United Methodist & Episcopal
Campus Fellowship
II I )IS l'ljl!t SWttl • Mel 10 tw lllrMig ...... • SQ2.15).H5J

A date and

this.

Upcoming Events NOT TO MISS
SUNDAY MORNINGS~-orop by tor coffee and
doughnuts at 9:30 and a ride to the church of your choice
SUNDAY EVENING- "Sundays at Seven"-

CHECK IT OUT!!
Feb. 12 Pizza Pig-Out and

Bowling 7 p.m.
1315 Payne St. (UMCF)

Feb. 19 "Coffeehouse" with

Live music
Including Jazz, Rock, and a Variety

Feb. 26

"Spirituals & Gospel Music"
(in honor of Black History Month)

Later Sunday evening activities will be announced closer to those dates

THURSDAYS @ 9 p.m.--Jam Session
live music, games, food, and tun

-

~

It's eVerywhere
you want to be.®

1liill~

FREE SPECIAL EVENT
Norman Dietz, actor and comedian,
performance at Curris Center Theater

Monday, Feb. 27 at 7 p.m.
For schedule changes and updates - call the center at
753-9859 or check The Murray State News
Help us to Help You make It a great Spring Semester!!

I
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Schick meet opens spring hoops Sports
Has-Beens r epeat as women 's champions, Schick celebrates proposal
shooting touch of our guards,
with our aggressive inside play,
were the keys to our win."
Friday
night's
Schick
Bates, a brother of Alpha Tau
SuperHoops 3-on-3 Basketball Omega, was gratified to win
Tour nament in the north gym this year's Super Hoops tourof the Carr Health Building ney.
sent the Schick team, winners
After losing to Alpha Gamma
of the men's division, and the Rho in the 1994 finals, he and
Has-Beens, who took the worn· Thomas of ATO and Coursey
en's title, to the regional cham- and Kivett of AGR teamed up
pionship
tournament
at for the championship the secEastern Kentucky University.
ond time around.
Schick, represented by Trent
"It was all strategy," Bates
Bates, Billy Ray Coursey, Chris said. "Getting beat by AGR last
Kivett and Brian Thomas, ran year, we combined forces to get
away with the crown after dis- to regionals this time around."
posing of Pi Kappa Alpha 4 7Thomas had an extra incen30.
tive to win.
Kivett praised his team's bal"Trent got engaged between
anced attack for the victory, games, so we wanted to dediwhich was spearheaded by its cate this SuperHoops title to
backcourt play.
him and his fiancee," Thomas
"Our guards won the game _aaid. "'We wish them the best."
for us," Kivett said. "The soft
In the women's division, the
BY MIKE

0HSTROM
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Has-Beens and the Bankers,
the only entries in the draw,
went head-to-head in a best-of·
three series, dominated by the
Has-Beens' superior frontcourt
players. The Has-Beens, consisting of Leah Darnell, Tara
McAllister, Anne Paul and
Kandi Wommack, comfortably
swept the Bankers by scores of
24-17 and 30-18, respectively.
Wommack was satisfied with
her teammates• interior effort.
"We were taller than them,"
Wommack said. "They played
hard, but we were able to overpower them and control the
game."
Paul does not think her
squad wi11 become too confident
as they try to repeat as regional champions. Repre-senting
Murray State last season at the
national
tournament
in
Philadelphia, Pa., the team's

Notebook

only loss was in the championship game.
"We just want to play our
best game by game," Paul said.
"'\Ve're nervous, but we've been
there before, so we know what
to expect."
Meanwhile, Paul and
Wommack have led their
Hoopsters squad to a 1-0 start
in women's action with a 25-15
victory over Alpha Gamma
Delta as the intramural basketball season got under way
Tuesday.
Pi Kappa Alpha took out
their frustrations from the
Schick SuperHoops loss by
thrashing Alpha Sigma Phi 6526 in the competitive league,
while the team from the
University Christian Student
Center shredded the Scrubs 6414 to open up the recreational
league.

Shonta Hunt and Vincent Rainey have been named
as the Racers of the Week.
Hunt, a 5'9" freshman point guard from Memphis, Tenn.,
has led t he Murray State women's basketball team to two
wins in its last three games. After an outburst of 2 1
points, seven rebounds, eight assists and three steals in an
80-77 overtime win at Southeast Missouri o n Feb. I, Hunt
bounced back from Saturday's 90-55 road loss to Eastern
Kent ucky Sat urday with 12 points, five boards, three
assists and three steals in Monday's 87-72 rout of
Morehead State.
Rainey, a 6'4" sophomore guard/forward fro m Me mphis,
Tenn., sco re d a career-high 33 po ints in 31 minutes as
Murray State's men's basketball team fell 78-75 Saturday at
Eastern Kent ucky, going I 1-of-1 8 from the floor, including
5-of-6 fro m downtown. He also contributed 18 points,
fi ve rebounds and two assists before fouling out in 29 minutes as the Racers lost at Mo rehead State 80-74 Mo nday.
,

You can put !.!! of
your own words into
The Murray State News
for only $1

CLASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS
The brothers of 1\XA would
like to thank Beth, Michelle,
Rachel, and Jen for all their
hard wortt In preparation for
rush. The house has never
looked better.

Happy Belated 2nd Year

PERSONALS

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

Happy Birthday, Donovan! Got
rid of Moulder for the whole
weekend- great present, huh?

Spring Break! Bahamas Party
Cruise 6 days $2791 Includes
12 Meals&6freepartiesl Great
beaches & nlghtllfel A HUGE
party! Spring Break Travel 1800·678·6386

PART-TIME Office WOt'k
hours 1·7 p.m. Send replies
to P.O. Box 1124 Murray, KY
42071.

Casper, Fennel, Hey anytime
you leal like going for a joy ride,
oell me. I'll drivel K.T.

Florida's Spring Break
Hotspots! Cocoa Beach (Near
Disney)· 27 Acre Deluxe
WIIRams, did the Cookie MonNo, Tooter, you're Itt
ster ever come back and get Beachfront Resort 7 Nights
$1591 Key west $2291 Daytona
yourdooragaln?
Margo.
Beach Room with kitchen from
Janet, When my hands trace AMI House Crew, 1really miss $1291 HI00-678-0386.
thecurvesofyourbody,andl • you guys! Get ready. Chicago · - - - - - - - lay holding you close beside
here we cometluv, K.T.
Spring Break! Panama Cttyl8
me, 1 know no fear, feel no
Days Oceanvlew Room with a
peln, and all my insecurities
Happy Valentine's Day, Smiley. kitchen$1291Walktobestbarsl
melt away. vou and rna for·
Includes free discount card
evertHappyValentine'sDay.
NOTICE
which will save you $100 on
Love· David
AIRson Photography: ForAll your food/drlnksl1·800-678·6386.
Photography Needs. 1Oo/o dis· A beautifully hand beaded, red,
Have you hugged a tree to·
count for students. Call 753· short sleeve. prom dress/eveday?Just wondering.DW
8809.
ning gownwlth silver sequence
You havebeen recognized as Alpha Kappa Psl18• T REK 830 aocent. Will sell. For more In·
the 11 customer of Copy Bike Giveaway. $400 Retail
fofTTlatlon, Call Julie. 753·5798.
Anniversary Sand PI

&pre&&.

Polo.
Pencil.

RockStar,haveyouretired?Peg

value. TICketsAvallable$1 each
or 8 for $5. For more lnfonna·
tion, call Marque Moore. 762·
6358.

Mu=~NEWS
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline ......Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

Advertise ih

The
Murray
State
News

Hiring waitresses. bartender/
dishwasher, and kltchen
help. Must be 21 or older.
Apply In person at Big Apple
Cafe, Hwy 641 South,
Puryear, TN.
Planetarium Apprentice.
Golden Pond Planetarium,
TVA's land Between the
lakes. Degree required.
BaCkground In Science,
Education, Audio-Visual
production, and/or theater
desired. 12 Month position.
Position starts May 1995.
For Information contact:
Land Between the lakes
Association, 100 Van
Morgan Drive, Golden Pond,
KY 42211, or Cafl1-800-

455-5897.

PRSSA Candy Sale Monday
and Tuesday In CUrrfs Center.
$2perbag.

Bring this form with up to 10 words and a dollar to
The Murray State News office,
Wilson Hall Room 111 by
Wednesday at 3 p.m.
and see your words in print on Friday.
Offer ends Wednesday, Feb. 15 at 3 p.m.

ADVERT! SEt
RATES

With MSU 10: 15e per word

Without MSU 10: 20¢ per word

OVER 20 WORDS
With MSU ID: 1oe per word Without MSU ID: 15e per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

Ads may be mailed along with payment 1o:

Class ifieds Department,

INDEX
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sfww fortfi. Your praise.
- Psafm 51:15
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Paid Adveniscment

FAIN INSURANCE
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111~ 111f1 ~

A tradition fn scrvf<:l!
since J9 8J

• L 't.1be

r;753-0632
(502)
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(
Ufe
Home \../ : ':"
Health
Business Annuities

Auto

Tracy D. McKinney
CerUOed lnsl\rance Counselor

;-,

614 5 . 4th St.

•

C h as sis

• Nevv 0 11 F ti ter

• Up To 5

Q uarts

1 OW3 0 Val voline

information

•

dial

t
t

Health Line
762-3809

Plus A FRE~ Maintenance Ch eck

I

University Tire
& Auto

I
t
I
I

1-----------------------------

1316 APPLt CAf f
641 South
Puryear, Tenn.
901·247-5798

Serving Mexican Food &
Deli Sandwiches from
11 a.m.- 11 p.m.
. ... ~w r, Bobby' e . ~i_,_g . &
the~· Ladie.s ' Cho-ice Band
Saturday, Feb. 11

Trippin Lizard
•Excellent for beginning golfers•

Saturday, Feb. 18

753- 1 152 • N. 16th St.
GoU

l~·o,o,ons ~

15 (PGA Meml>ero, Jimmy or Lynn Sullivc1n)

..
;

~
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Local College Crime Comparison

HISTORY

Here is a look at crime at local colleges from 1992.

Continued from Page 1
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THEFTS
Continued from Page 1

pus have taken place in the
parking lots as well as in the
dorms.
"'n the University's parking
lots, there have been some
thefts of vehicle contents and
vehicle parts such as wheels
and tires," Phillips said. "We
ask that students call Public
Safety if they notice any suspicious activity in the parking
lots."
Phillips said students should

notify Public Safety and a hall
director if their personal property is stolen.
Students reporting burglaries need to be able to list and
describe the item or items that
were stolen.
"They can list the serial number of th e missin g item or use
some sort of crime preven tion
identification, which can
include an engraver to mark an
item with his or her social security number," Phillips said. "A
student can also use a magic
marker to put his or her name
or initials on the labeled sides
ofCDs."

The Information Systems
Office announced this week the
addition of high-speed modems
for connection to the Murray
State University mainframe
and Internet service.
The new modems will support speeds of 28.8 Kbps, 12
times faster than previously
available at Murray State.
Modems should be set to dial
762-3278 (FAST) and use the
highest speed setting.
Karen Hamlet, academic sys-

Buffy Blanton , junior from Murray, said
there needs to be an increase of knowledge
on the part of both African-Americans and
white Americans.
"When the histories of both cultures are
learned and accepted by both, then communications can be improved and barriers
can be broken," Blanton said. "If unity and
togetherness are obtained by all, then society will be better and more goals will be
reached.•
•
Black History Month plays a major part
in this sense of togetherness, and provides
enjoyment for many MSU students.
"I enjoy Black History Month here at
Murray Sta~," said Tina Pollard, senior
from Morganfield, and member of Alpha
Kappa Alpha social sorority.
But Pollard also said she noticed a segregation of black and white social activities

SLIP funds 3 groups

6 4 1 Super Shell Service
Hwy 641 S. - Hazel Rd.

STAff IHolrT

Max McCuiston

Sigma Delta, Alliance of Campus Ministry groups, and

the Murray State Volleyball Club received funding from the

24 hr. Wrecker Service

Student Life Improvement Project Tuesday.

Business Phone

$600 ~t to participate in tournaments at other universi-

753-9131

ties and host a tournament Feb. 19.

tems coordinator, s aid users
need to be sure to log off.
••only after you see the MSU
screen, should you hang up
your modem," H amlet said.
"Failure to exit the system in
this manner will hang up the
modems (at the mainframe)."
Account holders now h ave
t rue
Internet
addresses.
Prefixes
are
unchanged.
Account holders should now
use
@MSUMU SIC.MURSUKY.EDU, although the
Bitnet addresses should work
until June 1.

Carrie Nichols, Sigma Delta president, and Kate Urness
requested $500 to attend the American Alliance for Health
Ptlyaical Educat ion, Recreation and Dance National
Conferenc:e in Portland, Ore. However, internal SLIP committee rules limit funding for convention travel to no more
than $30 per student. Sigma Delta was awarded $60.

~

Home Ph on e

~

752-4729

AXA
Would like to congratulate

Four campus ministry groups joined to request $200 to
bring a motivational speaker, Norm Dietz, to campus to perform 'the one-man sh ow "Testaments- A life of Jesus." The
committee awarded the full amount.

John Mark
"Red Dog" Mcpougal

Jlm Baurer, adviser to the SLIP committee, said about

on succesfully passing
his CPA exam.

$3,000 remains of the $5,000 allocated for the project this
ye&l'. 'l'he.next deadline for applications is March 1. The
~ttee

will meet again before Spring Break to consider

new project proposals.

Great Job!

Razzle Dazzle
Katie Thurgood and
Kara Beth BrelVer
on a fantastic retreatT
The actives are excited and proud of
all the new membersl

Tastes too G od
to be

SHOES
•

Men

Women

Children . ·
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At Arby's we know that healthy eating Is here to stay. Thot's
why we offer a complete Light Menu featuring a variety of
products that are not o nly delicious but, also
more nutritious. A menu including sandwiches featuring delicious roast chicken,
ttt
turkey and lean and tend er roast beet.
11
Served on toasted multi-grain buns with
j uicy tomatoes, crisp lettuce and light
mayo. Each 94% fat free (by w eight)
r:W:n-!lr.lr::ji:r.Jirll~l~,_,.~C"{'""'""••r'""'•],.••~
and under 300 calories.

.
Arby
<:::::::::::>
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----------------$1.70 ~·
Up to four sandwhiches per coupon •

I
I
507 N. 12th St
I
I 10 °/o Off with m
1 2 0 °/o on Thursday

• 753-8841
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I
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I
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.· ·Fleece·
•T -Shirts
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1203
Chestnut
Street

I

well.
"MSU should try and do more to retain
the African -American students it recruits
here instead of depending on the AfricanAmerican Recruitment and Retention
Office or the African-American Student
Services
Office.,"
said
Catherine
Cushinberry,
president
of
Delta
Sigma
Others also said they felt that Black
Theta.
History Month is only a small step to mem"Once students come to Murray State,
bers of the campus community gaining an
they are students of Murray State, not the
understanctlng of African-Americans.
Services Offices," Cu sh inberry said.
"First of all, black history should be cele- "Everyone must pitch in to retain the
brated throughout the year instead of just African-American students who come
one month ," said Roslyn White, a member here," she said.
of the Black Student Council and an alumCushinberry also said more activities
nus of Delta Sigma Theta social sorority.
and products should be offered to African"There should also be more black speak- American students here at MSU.
ers on campus throughout the year,
"MSU needs to make an environment
because Murray State is responsible for more comfortable for African-American
giving us the opportunity to learn about. students, such as carrying black products
ourselves and our culture," White said.
that arc only obtaina ble by driving to
Murray State's role in retaining African- Paducah or somewhere else to get them,"
American students should be improved as she said.
during the academic session.
"We need to try to work together with
other programs during the semesters with
white students because the m~ority of
times, white students come out to an
African-American program only during
Black History Month "

The committee awarded the volleyball club the maximum

Modems speed up
SrAff Rri'OAT •
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SPORTING GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
Monday Through Saturday 9 til 6

Murray
Kentucky
753-8844

